
MULTIAX AT THE JEC WORLD 2017 

 

In about a couple of weeks’ time there will be the world most important event for the composite industry 

players. 

No doubts that JEC Exhibition is the most interesting and attractive window to see the last innovations in 

the world of composite materials and its processes. It will be held during three days (14-15-16 March) at 

Paris Villepinte exhibition centre (very close to Charles de Gaulle Airport). 

This show is the largest composites show in the world that covers the whole composites value chain from 

raw material to processors and final products. It has always been devoted to the international promotion of 

composite materials. JEC supports the development of composites and fosters connections and business 

between suppliers and users from many sectors (Aeronautics, Automotive, Marine, Construction, Sports & 

Leisure, Ground Transportation …). 

For MULTIAX the JEC show is considered a strategic event not only to show our last CNC machine lines or 

newly developed special solutions, but an excellent opportunity also to have a close look to the status and  

the trends of this enormous and fast changing industry. 

As usual since many years, MULTIAX will be participating to this show, exhibiting at the hall 5A on the 

stand S49. 

MULTIAX acts as problem solver in manufacturing medium/big envelope 3-5 axis CNC machining centres for 

composite materials (tooling boards, CFRP, FRP, honeycomb, other core materials), but also other materials 

related to the composite industry (aluminum, INVAR, Inconel, etc.) 

Our machines are engineered to be reliable and to meet challenging operations in terms of precision CNC 

machining like cutting, drilling, countersinking but also milling and large envelope 3D model making. 

In almost thirty years activity manufacturing high-end CNC customised machining centres, the company 

near Venezia, in North east Italy has always being improving and enlarging a worldwide sales and partner 

network to supply high standard after-sales services for customers, particularly in the aerospace, defense 

and automotive industries. 

MULTIAX very skilled and expert team is always very motivated to give suggestions to our world customers 

to find optimized CNC machining solutions customised to the individual requirements of many different 

industries, where it is made an intense use of composite materials. 
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